Bioinformatics analysis (supp. figs 3-15)
The 15 data sets (4 replicates for each of Day 00, Day 07, and Day 21; 3 replicates for Day 03) were analyzed individually and independently. The Seurat 2.3 pipeline [1] was utilized for the analysis.
Data preprocessing
Each set was assigned to a separated Seurat Object (function CreateSeuratObject), with the filters min.cells = 10, and min.genes = 500. The function FilterCells was applied with high thresholds for fraction of the mitochondrial expressed genes and total UMIs of 0.1 and 60,000, respectively. Finally, data were normalized and scaled with the functions NormalizeData and ScaleData (default parameters). By intersecting the genes of all the individual sets we obtained a list of 10572 genes, which will refer to as the common gene set. 
Day

From provisional clusters to clusters
Provisional clusters were obtained with unsupervised clustering (Seurat, Louvain algorithm, reduction.type = "tsne", dims.use = 1:2, resolution = 0.1, k.param = 10). This procedure initially produced 13, 9, 13, and 12 provisional clusters for replicate 1-4 of Day 00 respectively; 14, 16, and 13 provisional clusters for replicate 1-3 of Day 03 respectively; 20, 23, 21, and 18 provisional clusters for replicate 1-4 of Day 07 respectively; and 17, 10, 11, and 15 provisional clusters for replicate 1-4 of Day 21 respectively.
Provisional cluster centroids for each replicate of each of the four time points were calculated the average expression over the common gene set. Firstly, provisional clusters were aligned and manually ordered within each set to find similar ones. Secondly, provisional clusters were aligned within the same time point, to find similarities shared by groups of provisional clusters from each replicate of the same time point. Thirdly, provisional clusters from Days 03, 07, and 21 were aligned against the ones of Day 00, to find inter-time point similarities. Some original provisional clusters were further explored by splitting them into two sub-provisional clusters; this allowed the discovery of a better matching community structure, i.e., sharper correspondences in the centroid correlation heat maps. Specifically, one cluster was split in Day 03 replicate 3, and two clusters were split in Day 21 replicate 2-3. Finally, small provisional clusters that failed to align (i.e., by showing a consistently low correlation to all the other provisional cluster, both in the infra-and inter-time points) were discarded; but provisional clusters that showed intra-or inter-time point consistency were kept. Specifically, two provisional clusters from Day 00, replicate 4 (28 and 15 cells); two from Day 03, replicate 2-3 (54 and 24 cells respectively); and two from Day 21 replicate 2-3 (30 and 11 cells, respectively) were considered unaligned and removed from the analysis.
Consolidation
Provisional clusters that showed high heatmap correlation within the same set were merged. The seven provisional clusters of Day 00 were found to be present in all the four sets, and were named A-G (Supplementary Figure 3) . For the other time points, provisional clusters were firstly aggregated by considering the internal correlation of each separate set; then, each cluster was aligned against the seven clusters of Day 00 to be named (Supplementary Figures 4-9) . Centroid alignment could not always find a clear cluster separation corresponding to A-G of Day 00 for the other time points (e.g., cluster FG and AB in Day 03). To resolve this, we pooled together the cells selected from the previous steps and merged them into an all-time-point set. We normalized and extracted the variable genes (Seurat, FindVariableGenes, y.cutoff = 0.25). We used provisional clusters A/AB, D, and F as anchors to correct for the batch after we observed them consistently translated across the time points in the PCA projection (Supplementary Figure 10) . To correct for the batch effect we firstly calculated the centroids for A/AB, D, and E clusters in each time point over the normalized genes. Secondly, we calculated the mean Mt of A, D, and E centroids for each time point t ∈ (Days 00, 03, 07, 21). Using Day 00 as the reference, we subtracted MD00 from the other time points to obtain a ∆t for Days 03, 07, 21. Finally, we subtracted each ∆t from the normalized gene expression of all the cells belonging to that time point. PCA calculation after batch correction showed aligned centroids (Supplementary Figure 11 .)
The final cluster attribution was obtained by unsupervised clustering (Seurat, Louvain algorithm, reduction.type = "pca", dims.use = 1:10, resolution = 0.025, k.param = 10) applied to the all-time-point set, leading to six clusters (Supplementary Figure 12) . Clusters B and C where attributed to a single cluster, but the provisional cluster centroid alignment indicated that B and C should be separated. Therefore, after isolating the BC cluster, we proceeded subclustering BC. Unsupervised clustering (kmeans, "Hartigan-Wong", based on the first 10 PCs, k=2) confirmed the cluster labels B and C to be
